Support Solutions
Wireless Headset Base Station Pairing Procedure

Product covered: UHW / FHW 10, 20, 40 series wireless headsets

Purpose: To link Wireless Base Station to Wireless headset

Procedure:
1. Press and hold the pairing button on the front panel of the base station for approximately 5-7 seconds until the yellow LED(s) on the front panel of the base station start flashing slowly; indicating that the base station has entered pairing mode. Once the base station is placed in pairing mode, the user has approximately 15 seconds to place the headset in pairing mode.

2. Press and hold the PTT button while you turn on power to the headset. After approximately 5 seconds, the green and red LEDs on the outside of the left ear dome will start flashing in a relatively fast alternating pattern. Release the PTT button.

3. Monitor the green and red LEDs on the left ear dome of the headset. After about 5-7 seconds, the alternating flashing pattern ends, the green LED will go to steady illumination to indicate that the headset is paired and linked to the base station.

4. The respective LINK LED on the base station will illuminate steadily to indicate that a link to the headset has been established.

NOTE – to pair additional headsets
If you are going to pair additional headsets in the system, be sure to leave any previously linked headsets ON while you link the additional units.

Repeat steps 1 through 4 for each additional headset.